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BR.A Uniform system for direct elections

**File: BR-174** 01/1979
European Parliament
Terminology of elections
Language: GERMAN; FRENCH; ITALIAN; ENGLISH; DUTCH; DANISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 55.568

**BR.A-01 Correspondence and papers**

**File: BR-1** 01/1975-10/1986
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Correspondence of David Millar, Head of Division of the Directorate General for Research of the European Parliament, with Jean Seitlinger, Karlheinz Reif, Guido van den Berghe, G.J. Hand
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-4** 05/1978-02/1987
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Bibliography: papers and articles on the direct elections and the uniform procedure issues
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; SPANISH; GERMAN; GREEK
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-38** 02/1976-1978
Direct Elections to the European Assembly
Official documents by the British Government entitled "Direct Elections to the European Assembly" and "European Assembly Elections Act 1978"
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-44** 16/08/1976-21/08/1976
Direct elections to the European Parliament
Paper by Mr. Patijn for the International Political Science Association Congress held in Edinburgh on the direct elections issue
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-74** 1975
Uniform system papers
Questionnaire sent by the Directorate General for Research and Documentation of the European Parliament on national electoral system to all the Member States and their answers
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-107** 01/12/1978
Direct elections to the European Parliament
A comparative summary on draft bills for direct elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 54.676/REV.
BR.A-05 Patijn Report

File: BR-39 16/12/1974-10/01/1975
Patijn Report
Amendments to Patijn Report on the elections by universal suffrage
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 39.423;PE 39.413;PE 39.411;PE 39.412;PE 39.325

File: BR-40 20/08/1974-10/10/1975
Political Affairs Committee
Draft Report (Part I and Part II) on the submission of a new Convention on direct elections to the European Parliament, Report on the Adoption of a Draft Convention introducing elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, Rapporteur Mr. Schelto Patijn and opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee on the legal aspects of the election of the members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, draftsman of opinion Mr. H. Lautenschlager and Notice to Members on the exchange of letters between Mr. Spenale, President of the European Parliament and Mr Rumor, President in office of the Council on the Draft Convention
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 37.881/II;PE 37.881/I;PE 37.881/FIN.;PE 37.881/FIN.ANNEX;PE 42.297

File: BR-46 12/11/1973
Political Affairs Committee
Preliminary draft report in the form of questionnaire on the problem of direct elections to the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Patijn
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 34.729

File: BR-103 07/01/1975-15/06/1977
Patijn Report
Amendments to Patijn Report on the elections by universal suffrage
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 49.266/REV.;PE 49.266;PE 49.276;PE 45.764;PE 45.774;PE 45.779;PE

BR.A-10 Political Affairs Committee

BR.A-10.01 Reports and notes

File: BR-47 26/08/1975
Political Affairs Committee
Programme of action on direct elections
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 41.712

File: BR-49 03/04/1974
Political Affairs Committee
Some working hypotheses on direct elections to the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 36.643
Political Affairs Committee
Note for the Committee members on the state of work in the Council on the introduction of elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, draftsman Mr. Patijn
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 42.455

Political Affairs Committee
Notice to Members of the Committee on a memorandum on the organization of work on a uniform electoral system drawn up by Mr. Patijn
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 41.632

Draft Convention on uniform electoral system
Text proposed by the Council on the uniform system
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

BR.A-15 Working documents of the European Parliament
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a Directive on a right of residence for nationals of Member States in the territory of another Member State
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 59.822

European Parliament's Minutes of proceedings
Minutes of the sitting of 14/01/1975 on the Convention introducing direct elections of the Members of the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 39.426

European Parliament, working documents
Report on the Adoption of a Draft Convention introducing elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, Rapporteur Mr. Schelto Patijn
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 37.881/FIN.II, PE 37.881/FIN.ANNEX, PE 37.881/CORR.

European Parliament, working documents
Report on the electoral law for elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, Rapporteur Mr. Schelto Patijn
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 48.235/FIN.
File: BR-104  09/02/1978
European Parliament, working documents
Report on the date for European Parliament's elections, rapporteur Mr. Patijn
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 52.192/FIN.

File: BR-105  02/05/1978
European Parliament, working documents
Report on the Council's resolution of 07 and 08/04/1978 on the dates, between 07 and 10/06/1979, for European Parliament's direct elections, Rapporteur Mr. Patijn
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 53.248/FIN.

BR.A-15.01 Motions for resolution

File: BR-41  08/03/1976-06/04/1976
Motions for resolution
Motions for resolution on elections by direct universal suffrage to the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 44.263;PE 43.981/FIN.

Motion for resolution
Draft Motion and Motion for resolution tabled by Mr. Patijn on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on direct elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage and amendments
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 45.431/FIN.;PE 45.779;PE 45.764;PE 45.774;PE 45.431

File: BR-106  13/09/1976
Motion for resolution
Motion for resolution tabled by Mr. Patijn on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on direct elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 45.431/FIN.

BR.A-20 Petitions

File: BR-45  19/03/1976
Direct elections to the European Parliament
Petition by Mr. John Campbell on uniform procedure in all Member States for the elections by direct universal suffrage of the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 44.188

File: BR-83  1978
Uniform system for direct elections
Petition by Mr. Hillyer-Funke on the right to have a vote for the European Parliament and for the British Parliament for British citizens living and working outside the United Kingdom
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 54.698

**File: BR-162**  13/03/1972
Uniform system for direct suffrage
Petition against the inactivity of the Council of the European Communities regarding the article 175 of the Treaty, by Prof. Robert Kovar and by Prof. Constantinesco
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**File: BR.A-25 Notes and Press cuttings**

**File: BR-2**  14/04/1975
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Minutes of the meeting held between Mr. Patijn, Member of the European Parliament and the Secretaries of the National Delegations to the European Parliament in Strasbourg, 18 February 1975
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-3**  09/12/1974-28/11/1985
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Notes for Mr. Pöhle, Director of the Directorate General for Research and Documentation, by D. Millar, R. Bieber
Notes for Mr. Patijn by Mr. Millar
Memorandum by Mr. Schelto Patijn, Rapporteur of the Political Affairs Committee
Notes for Mr. Settlinger by Mr. Millar
Paper on the proposal by the European Parliament on a uniform electoral procedure by Mr. David Millar, presented at the International Symposium in Mannheim, 11/1983
Working document by Mr. Reinhold Bocklet on the attitude of political groups to draft act adopted by the Parliament on 10/03/1982
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-15**  06/1969-08/1988
Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Press cuttings and Agence Europe
Language: FRENCH; ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-17**  -22/07/1981
Greek electoral law
Notes, documents and papers
Language: FRENCH; GREEK
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-48**  11/02/1975-05/06/1978
Resolutions on direct elections
Cuttings of the Official Journal of the European Communities on resolutions on direct elections to the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; GERMAN; ITALIAN; DANISH; DUTCH
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-52**  1975
Uniform system papers
Notes by Mr. Patijn
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

© Historical Archives of the European Union
**File: BR-73 1978**

**Electoral law in European Communities Member countries**  
Books and reviews' articles concerning the electoral law  
Language: ENGLISH; GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-115 1956-1985**

**Direct elections**  
Cuttings of the Official Journal of the German Federal Republic on German electoral law with revised versions  
Language: GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**BR.A-30 Colloquia and studies**

**File: BR-12 05/1978-02/1980**

**Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament**  
Papers presented at the Colloquy on a Uniform Procedure for Direct Election held in Florence, 05/1978  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-13 -27/09/197807/1978**

**Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament**  
Programme and preparatory correspondence of the Colloquium on a Uniform Electoral Procedure for Direct Elections to the European Parliament held in Rome, from the 02 to the 03/10/1978  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**BR.B Dual mandate**

**BR.B-01 Committee on the Verification of Credentials**

**File: BR-54 01/1976-02/1984**

**Dual mandate**  
Notes on opinions by the Legal Service and the Committee on the verification of credentials on the dual mandate  
Language: FRENCH; ENGLISH; GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-55 05/11/1975-12/01/1976**

**Council's notes on the dual mandate**  
Notes on opinions by the Legal Service and the Committee on the verification of credentials on the dual mandate  
Language: FRENCH; ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-56 17/03/1983**

**Committee on the verification of credentials**  
Notice to members of the Committee on the Irish electoral law  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file  
Old Record Code: PE 83.908
Committee on the verification of credentials
Notice to members of the Committee concerning the validation of mandates of two new Irish Members
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 83.907

Committee on the verification of credentials
Notice to members of the Committee concerning the Irish electoral law
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 82.668

Committee on legal affairs and citizens' rights
Draft report on the motion for a resolution on the incompatibility between the office of Member of the European Parliament and any other public elected office, Rapporteur Mr. Hoon
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 113.183;PE 113.183/DEF.

BR.B-05 Correspondence, notes and press cuttings

Elections of the Irish Members of the European Parliament
Correspondence and notes concerning the appointment of the Irish Members of the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Press cuttings and Agence Europe
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GREEK
Material: Paper file

Official Journal of the European Communities
Council Decision: Act concerning the election of the representatives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: L 278

Motions for Resolution
Motion for resolution presented by Mr. Katsafados concerning the possibility of the European Parliament Members to be Members of the national Parliament and of the European Parliament
Language: GREEK
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 72.758

National electoral laws on direct elections
Text of law adopted by the Parliament of Greece
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 75.841
Commission on the rules of procedure and petitions
Working document on the interpretation of rule 7(3) of the Rules of Procedure as regards the application of that rule
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 83.299/FIN.

Dual Mandate
Notes and a bill of the French national Assembly on the dual mandate
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file
File: BR-128 01/09/1984

Dual mandate
Comparative tables on the Members of the European Parliament holding a dual mandate after the 1979 elections and in 1984
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
File: BR-69 13/02/1979

BR.C Financing of political parties in national parliaments

BR.C-01 Financing of political parties in national parliaments
Financing of political parties
Correspondence, notes and studies on the financing of political parties in Community Member States and on the national legislation on financing European elections campaigns in 1979 and in 1984
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN;ITALIAN;DUTCH;DANISH
Material: Paper file
File: BR-69 13/02/1979
Committee on budgets
Notice to Members of the Committee on the implementation of the budget of the European Parliament for 1979
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 57.217
File: BR-70 07/1986
Research and Documentation Papers of the European Parliament
The financing of political parties in Community Member States
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
File: BR-71 16/03/1981-02/07/1984
Written Questions
Written questions on expenditure by each Member State in direct elections
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file
File: BR-71 16/03/1981-02/07/1984

BR.C-05 Correspondence, notes and studies
File: BR-68 30/07/1974-23/10/1987
Financing of political parties
Press cuttings on the financing of political parties
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-72 29/10/1983
Official Journal of the European Communities
Rules governing the use of the appropriations for reimbursement of expenditure incurred by the political groups having taken part in the 1984 European elections
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

BR.D Preference voting system in European Communities’ countries

BR.D-01 Correspondence and studies
File: BR-75 03/1984-11/1987
Preference voting system
Correspondence and studies of the European University Institute Project on the preference voting systems in European Communities’ countries
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

BR.D-05 Notes and papers
File: BR-76 03/1984-09/1984
Preference voting system
Notes of the meetings of Research Group on Preference Voting in European Elections 1984
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Preference voting system
Papers and articles on Preference Voting in Euro-Elections
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;DANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-78 02/1980-05/1984
Preference voting system
Mr. Steed papers and articles on Preference Voting in European Elections
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

BR.E Uniform electoral procedure

BR.E-01 Seitlinger Report
File: BR-8 19/06/1980
Uniform electoral procedure
Petition n. 40/80 by Mr. Antonio Muolo about the uniform procedure for the European elections in 1984
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 66.026

File: BR-16 29/09/1982-01/10/1982
Seminar for Constituency Political Directors
Programme and list of participants
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-20 14/01/1983
Report on the information policy for the 1984 direct elections
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport, Rapporteur Mr. B. Beumer
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 80.076/FIN.

File: BR-21 11/02/1983
Seitlinger Report
Report on Mr. Seitlinger tour of the European countries on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-24 29/06/1982-13/07/1982
House of Lords Minutes of Evidence
Minutes of evidence taken before the Select Committee on the European Communities
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-26 09/04/1980-17/02/1982
Seitlinger Report
Report drawn up on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Corrigendum and revisions to the report
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 64.569; PE 64.569/REV; PE 64.569/REV.II; PE 64.569/RE.III; PE

File: BR-79 15/06/1981
Seitlinger Report
Comments by the Group of the European Popular Party on the Seitlinger Report
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 73.712

BR.E-05 Political Affairs Committee

BR.E-05.01 Minutes and reports
File: BR-7 05/11/1981
Political Affairs Committee
Minutes of the meeting of the Political Affairs Committee held on 27 and 28/10/1981
BR.E-10 Subcommittee on uniform electoral procedure

BR.E-10.01 Minutes

Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Preliminary Note on a Uniform Electoral procedure for direct elections by the Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 59.103; PE 59.103/ADD.

File: BR-80 31/05/1981
Sub-committee on Draft uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee on the system of election to the Bundestag, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 72.580

Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure on the individual aspects of electoral law with revision, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 69.435; PE 69.435/REV

Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure on features of a uniform electoral system with revisions, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 62.410; PE 62.410/REV; PE 62.410/REV.II; PE 62.410/REV.III

File: BR-84 07/02/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure on the australian electoral system, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH; ITALIAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 63.084

File: BR-85 14/11/1979
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure on the sub-committee’s activities from Mr. Jean Rey, Chairman
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 62.737

File: BR-86 05/12/1979
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Note by the Sub-committee drawn up by Mr. Jean Rey, Chairman
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 61.498

File: BR-87 08/02/198205/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Notes on the Sub-committee’s activities
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Notes for Mr. Taylor, Director General, on the Sub-committee’s meetings by Mr. Millar and Mr. Bieber
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-89 14/11/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Minutes of the meeting
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 68.461

File: BR-90 14/11/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Minutes of the meeting
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 68.460

File: BR-91 17/07/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Minutes of the meeting
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 66.258

File: BR-92 17/07/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Minutes of the meeting of 30/05/1980 on the first consideration of a draft report on the basic elements of a uniform electoral system, Rapporteur Mr Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 66.257

File: BR-93 05/06/1980
Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure
Minutes of the meeting of 23/04/1980 on further exchange of views on the document presented by the rapporteur and initial consideration of a draft report on the basic elements of a uniform electoral system, Rapporteur Mr Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 65.053

**File: BR-94 08/05/1980**
**Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure**
Minutes of the meeting of 27/03/1980 on the basis of a revised document by the rapporteur and exchange of views in preparation for a report on the uniform electoral procedure, Rapporteur Mr Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 64.873

**File: BR-95 26/03/1980**
**Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure**
Minutes of the meeting of 19/02/1980 regarding further exchange of views on the basis of a document in preparation for a report on the uniform electoral procedure, Rapporteur Mr Seitlinger
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 63.429

**File: BR-96 22/02/1980**
**Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure**
Minutes of the meeting of 22/01/1980
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 63.155

**File: BR-97 17/01/1980**
**Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure**
Minutes of the meeting of 18/12/1979 on the basis of a note from the chairman, Mr. Rey and further exchange of views on the sub-committee’s work programme
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 62.230

**File: BR-98 18/12/1979**
**Sub-committee on uniform electoral procedure**
Minutes of the meeting of 27/11/1979
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 61.492

**Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system**
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**BR.E-15 Working documents of the European Parliament**

**File: BR-108 10/02/1982-26/02/1982**
European Parliament, working documents
Report drawn up on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Seitlinger
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 64.569/A/FIN.;PE 64.569/B+C/FIN.

**File: BR-114** 12/01/1983
*European Parliament, working documents*
Oral question by Mrs. Seitlinger, Barbi, Croux and Bocklet on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group to the Council on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 82.103

**BR.E-15.01 Motions for resolution**

**File: BR-18** 08/03/1983
*Motion for resolution*
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr. Seitlinger, Mr. Bocklet, Mr. Barbi, Mr. Pflimlin, Mr. Herman, Mr. Alber and Mr. Clinton on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party and Mr. Glinne and Mr. Schieler on behalf of the Socialist Group to wind up the debate on oral question by Mr. Seitlinger and others on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 83.539

**File: BR-19** 08/03/1983
*Motion for resolution*
Motion for a resolution tabled by Lord O'Hagan on behalf of the European Democratic Group to wind up the debate on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 83.812

**File: BR-25** 02/06/1982
*Motion for a resolution*
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr. Antoniozzi, Mr. Ferri and 62 others for entry in register pursuant to Rule 49 of the Rules of Procedure on a uniform electoral procedure
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 79.105

**File: BR-109** 09/04/1984
*Motion for resolution*
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr. Sieglerschmidt and Mr. Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group to wind up the debate on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 90.136

**File: BR-111** 13/09/1984
*Motion for resolution*
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr. Vandemeulebroucke and Mr. Kuijpers on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 92.029
**File: BR-112**  
25/10/1982  
**Motion for resolution**  
Motion for a resolution on the uniform electoral procedure  
Language: GERMAN  
Material: Paper file  
Old Record Code: PE 81.152

**File: BR-113**  
14/12/1982  
**Motion for resolution**  
Motion for a resolution by Mr. Vandemeulebroucke on the uniform electoral procedure  
Language: GERMAN  
Material: Paper file  
Old Record Code: PE 82.211

**BR.E-20 Correspondence, notes and studies**

**File: BR-9**  
02/1980  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Paper by the Union of European Federalists on the electoral system for the 2. European elections, technical proposal  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-22**  
1982  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Information documents and papers about the European Parliament activities on the uniform electoral procedure  
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-23**  
21/06/1982-22/06/1982  
**Committee on the rules of procedure and petitions**  
Notice to Members of the Committee on the request for interpretation of the Rule 49 - written procedure for motions for resolutions  
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file  
Old Record Code: PE 79.430;PE 80.258

**File: BR-27**  
1982  
**Seitlinger Report**  
Notes by Mr. Millar on the amendments on Seitlinger Report  
Language: FRENCH  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-99**  
01/1980-04/1981  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Correspondence by Mr. Seitlinger and Mr. Millar on the uniform procedure for elections to the European Parliament  
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN  
Material: Paper file

**File: BR-100**  
01/1980-04/1981  
**Elections to the European Parliament**  
Studies, correspondence and notes on the uniform electoral procedure  
Press cuttings and Agence Europe  
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH  
Material: Paper file
BR.E-25 Press cuttings

File: BR-29 09/04/1981-21/02/1983
Seitlinger Report
Official Journal of the European Communities cuttings
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Uniform procedure for direct elections
Cuttings of the Official Journal of the European Communities and of European Parliament’s debates on uniform procedure for elections to the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-118 16/04/1980-10/10/1984
Uniform procedure for direct elections
Cuttings of the Official Journal of the European Communities and of European Parliament’s debates on uniform procedure for elections to the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

BR.F Uniform electoral system

File: BR-110 31/07/1984
Motion for resolution
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs. Veil on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 91.248

File: BR-125 20/09/1988
Official Journal of the European Communities
Proposal by the Commission on the Council’s guidelines on the right to vote in local elections by European member state’s citizens living abroad
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: C 246

File: BR-153 30/01/1987
Uniform electoral system
Spanish electoral law
Language: GERMAN;SPANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-156 1986
Uniform electoral procedure
Presentation of the European Parliament and the uniform electoral procedure to the Parliament of the Andes
Language: SPANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-158 21/03/1990
Institutional Committee
Draft resolution on the orientations of the European Parliament on the uniform electoral procedure, Rapporteur Mr. De Gucht
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 140.107

Court of Justice of the European Communities
Decision and judgment of the Court on the information campaign for the elections to the European Parliament
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN;DUTCH;DANISH;ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

European Parliament
Verbatim report of proceedings
Language:
GERMAN;FRENCH;ITALIAN;ENGLISH;DUTCH;DANISH;GREEK;SPANISH;PORTUGUESE
Material: Paper file

File: BR-176 13/04/1988
European Parliament
Minutes of the sitting
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 122.283

File: BR-200 1985
Uniform electoral procedure
Official document by the British Government entitled "Representation of the People Act 1985"
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-202 06/05/1985-21/10/1985
Motion for resolution
Motion for a resolution by Mr. Vandemeulebroucke, Mr. Kuijpers and Mr. Colombu on behalf of the Rainbow Group on the electoral procedure applied by Spain for european elections
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 96.931;PE 98.795;PE 101.427

File: BR-204 05/04/1989
Petitions Committee
Communication to the Members on the petition by Mr. Pahl on the electoral right of the Berlin citizens to the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 130.465

File: BR-206 1988
Uniform electoral procedure
Proposal for a Draft First Act for the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, text of articles 4, 5 and 6 as amended by the Group Working Party
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 114.074/BUR/ANN.III
Summary document on the uniform electoral system
Photocopies of the front pages of all the published documents concerning the uniform electoral procedure
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

BR.F-01 Bocklet Report
File: BR-5 05/05/1987
Uniform electoral procedure
National Electoral Laws for the election of members of the European Parliament, textes of the laws approved by the Parliaments of Spain and Portugal
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 114.288

File: BR-6 04/1987
Uniform electoral procedure
Elections to the European Parliament: European Community’s legislation and National Laws
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN;ITALIAN;SPANISH;PORTUGUESE;DANISH;DUTCH;GREEK
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 112.905

File: BR-34 02/1988-03/1988
Proportional representation
Various documents on the uniform electoral procedure based on proportional representation
Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 112.250

Bocklet Report
Report on the state of the development of the electoral procedure for the election of the Members of the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN;DANISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 132.437

BR.F-05 Political Affairs Committee
File: BR-36
Political Affairs Committee
Working document by Mr. Bocklet on a draft uniform electoral procedure for direct elections to the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 91.626/REV

File: BR-117
European Parliament, working documents
Report on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on the uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Bocklet
Language: GERMAN;ENGLISH;FRENCH;ITALIAN;DUTCH;DANISH;GREEK
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 94.297/A/FIN.

File: BR-120
Political Affairs Committee
Motion for a resolution for the Committee on legal affairs and citizens’ rights on the right to vote of citizens living abroad, Rapporteur Mr. Cellai
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 128.103

File: BR-122
Political Affairs Committee
Communication to the Members of the Committee
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 136.480

File: BR-123
European Parliament, working documents
Opinion by the Political Affairs Committee on the Report by Mr. Vetter on behalf on the Committee for Legal Affairs and Citizens’ rights
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 115.057/FIN./ANN.

File: BR-126
Political Affairs Committee
Draft report on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Bocklet
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 94.297

File: BR-138
Political Affairs Committee
Correspondence and notes between Mr. Bocklet and Mr. Pöhle on the further work of the Committee
Summaries of the Committee amendments
Language: ENGLISH; GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-139
Political Affairs Committee
Correspondence and notes by Mr. Millar on the meetings of the Committee amendments
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-160
Political Affairs Committee
Communication to the Members of the Committee
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 132.225

File: BR-170
Political Affairs Committee
Amendments to the report on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Bocklet
Language: GERMAN; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 94.297/AND. 1-81; PE 94.297/AND. 82-100

File: BR-171
Political Affairs Committee
Report in the light of the amendments on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, Rapporteur Mr. Bocklet
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-172
Political Affairs Committee
Motion for resolution on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN; PORTUGUESE
Material: Paper file

File: BR-205
Political Affairs Committee
Draft report on the relations between the European Community and the Middle and Eastern Countries, Rapporteur Mr. Bettiza
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 95.691/B/REV.

BR.F-10 Intergroup Working Party for uniform electoral system

File: BR-131 10/07/1986
Working Group on electoral law
Letters by Mr. Bocklet to his colleagues
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-132 26/03/1986-09/07/1986
Working Group on electoral law
Minutes of the meetings of the Working Group
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-133 08/07/1986
Working Party on a Uniform Electoral System
Reflections on the planned electoral system for direct elections to the European Parliament by Mr. Hübner and letters by Mr. Bocklet to the Members of the Working Party
Language: GERMAN; ENGLISH; ITALIAN; SPANISH; DUTCH; FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-134 06/1986
Working Party on a Uniform Electoral System
Proposals by Mr. Bocklet to be discussed in Working Party on voting in multi-member constituencies and allocations of seats to constituencies
Language: GERMAN; FRENCH; ENGLISH; SPANISH; ITALIAN; DUTCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-135 02/1986
**Working Party on a Uniform Electoral System**
Proposal by Mr. Rothley on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

**Working Party on a Uniform Electoral System**
Visit of Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Morrison and Mr. Holme, National Committee on Electoral Reform, to the European Parliament
Summary of discussions drawn up by Mr. Millar
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-144 08/07/1986
**Intergroup Working Party**
Document by Mr. Hübner on electoral results of the European elections in 1984
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**Intergroup Working Party**
Correspondence on the activities of the Working Group on Electoral Law
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file

**Intergroup Working Party**
Correspondence on the meetings of the Working Party on a uniform electoral system
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN;SPANISH;ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-151 03/1987-06/1987
**Intergroup Working Party**
Correspondence by Mr. Bocklet on the work of the intergroup Working Party with the Members of Group and with the Chairman of the European Parliament's Political Groups
Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-152 1987
**Intergroup Working Party on a Uniform electoral system**
Report on the results of the work of the Intergroup Working Party
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-178 1988
**Intergroup Working Party**
Proposal for a Draft First Act for the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament, text of articles 4, 5 and 6 as amended by the Group Working Party
Language: GERMAN;ENGLISH;ITALIAN;FRENCH;DUTCH;SPANISH;DANISH;PORTUGUESE;GREEK
Material: Paper file
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: DUTCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-191 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-192 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: SPANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-193 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-194 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: DUTCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-195 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-196 10/12/1986
Intergroup Working Party on uniform electoral system
Minutes of the meeting of the Working Party
Language: ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-197 1988
Intergroup Working Party on the electoral system
Amendment proposed by the Working Party on the text of articles 4, 5 and 6 of the proposal for a Draft First Act for the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure for the election of Members of the European Parliament
Language: GERMAN; ENGLISH; ITALIAN; FRENCH; DUTCH; SPANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-198 25/02/1987
Intergroup Working Party on the electoral system
Report on the outcome of work of the Working Party on a uniform electoral system
Working Group on electoral law

Note by Mr. Pöhle to the Members of the Group on the judgments of the Court of Justice related to the expenditure on information campaigns and elections

Language: GERMAN;ENGLISH;ITALIAN;FRENCH;DUTCH
Material: Paper file

Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' rights

European Parliament, official documents
Written declaration on the right of nationals of Member States of the European Community to stand for election to the European Parliament in each and every Member State submitted by 205 Members of the European Parliament
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 125.267

Committee on Legal Affairs and citizens' rights
Working document on the motion for a resolution on the incompatibility between the office of Member of the European Parliament and any other public elected office, Rapporteur Mr. Hoon
Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 112.250

Committee on legal affairs and citizens' rights
Notice to Members of the Committee for further discussion of the report drawn up by Mr. Bocklet
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 104.342

European Parliament, sittings' documents
Interim report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' rights on the right to vote in local elections for Community nationals residing in a Member State other than their own, Rapporteur Mr. Vetter
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 115.057/FIN.

Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' rights
Communication to the Members of the Committee on the continuation of the discussion on Bocklet's proposal on a draft uniform electoral procedure, proposal by Mr. Rothley attached
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 104.342

File: BR-199 1986

File: BR-32 29/07/1988

File: BR-33 23/03/1987

File: BR-35 07/03/1986

File: BR-127 06/11/1987

File: BR-143 07/03/1986

File: BR-159 10/12/1987
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' rights
Communication to the Members of the Committee on voting rights in local elections for Community nationals
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 118.479

File: BR-173 07/10/1986
Commission of the European Communities
Document by the Commission on the right to vote in local elections by the citizens of the European Communities' Member States
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-201 10/07/1987
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights
Draft Report on the right to vote in local elections by citizens of a Community's Member State other than their own, Rapporteur Mr. Vetter
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 115.057

BR.F-20 Correspondence, notes and studies

File: BR-30 28/05/1984-13/10/1987
Bocklet Report
Correspondence of Mr. Millar and Mr. Bocklet on Bocklet Report
Language: ENGLISH; GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-31 04/06/1984-04/09/1987
Uniform electoral procedure
Notes by Mr. Millar and Mr. Bocklet to Mr. Pöhle on the uniform electoral procedure, visits of the national Parliaments, problems to be studied by the European Parliament, projects to reform the electoral systems in France, Italy and Spain
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Uniform procedure for direct elections
Correspondence by Mr. Bocklet and Mr. Pöhle with the General Secretary of the European Parliament, Mr. Opitz, on the uniform electoral procedure
Papers and articles attached to the correspondence
Language: GERMAN; DUTCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-121 01/1988-06/1989
Right to vote in local elections
Articles, papers and correspondence on the right to vote in local elections by the citizens of the European Communities' Member Countries living abroad
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Uniform electoral procedure for direct elections
Notes and memoranda on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: GERMAN; FRENCH
Material: Paper file
File: BR-130 07/1985-06/1989
Uniform electoral procedure
Correspondence, notes and studies on the uniform electoral procedure for direct elections to the European Parliament
Some research proposals submitted to the President of the European Parliament concerning the European elections study for 1989 by Mr. Grunert, by Mr. Niedermayer and by Professors Cayrol, Franklin, Mannheimer, Cornelis, Kuechler and Schmitt
Language: ENGLISH;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-141 02/1985
Uniform electoral procedure
Questionnaire on electoral register obligation with answers by the national Members
Language: GERMAN;FRENCH;ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-142 1986
Uniform electoral procedure
Study by Mr. Bocklet on the differences between the national electoral laws for european election and the Bocklet's draft proposal
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Uniform electoral procedure
Notes, correspondence and papers on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-146 06/1986-09/1986
Uniform electoral procedure
Proposal by Mr. Pöhle and Mr. Schoo on art. 6, paragraph 2 on the draft uniform procedure with explanations
Language: FRENCH;GERMAN;ENGLISH;ITALIAN;DUTCH;SPANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-150 08/1984-09/1986
Uniform electoral procedure
Notes and comparative schema on the Spanish and Portuguese electoral systems
Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-154 30/01/1987-20/10/1987
Uniform electoral system
Correspondence and notes by Mr. Bocklet
Language: GERMAN;FRENCH
Material: Paper file

Uniform electoral procedure
Notes on the adoption of the report by Mr. De Gucht on the uniform electoral procedure and on the new mandates after the German reunification
Language: FRENCH;GERMAN
Material: Paper file

Uniform electoral procedure
Correspondence and notes on the uniform electoral procedure
Uniform electoral procedure
Correspondence by Mr. Bocklet on the work of the Political Affairs Committee with the Chairman of the European Parliament’s Political Groups
Language: ENGLISH; GERMAN; FRENCH; ITALIAN; DANISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-163 03/1985

Uniform electoral system
Note for the Members of the Presidency Committee by Mr. Vinci
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file
Old Record Code: PE 114.074/PRAS

File: BR-203 24/04/1987

Uniform electoral procedure
Notes by the General Direction for Research on the draft project for the uniform electoral procedure
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-207 14/04/1987-29/04/1987

Uniform electoral procedure
Correspondence and notes by Mr. Bocklet with handwritten annotations
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-209 15/10/1986

European Parliament, Socialist Group
Note for the Members of the Group on a letter by the General Secretary of the English Labour Party
Language: GERMAN
Material: Paper file

BR. F-25 Press cuttings

File: BR-14 15/11/1985

Uniform system for direct elections of the European Parliament
Bibliography on the national electoral systems of the European Communities countries
Language: FRENCH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-37 03/1986-03/1987

Press cuttings and Agence Europe
Press cuttings on the European elections
Language: ENGLISH; FRENCH; GERMAN; ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

File: BR-129 06/1987-09/1988

Uniform electoral procedure
Agence Europe cuttings on the uniform electoral procedure
Language: ENGLISH
Material: Paper file

File: BR-140 1986
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Press cuttings  
Language: GERMAN  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-155**  
02/1987-03/1987  
**Uniform electoral system**  
Press cuttings  
Language: GERMAN  
Material: Paper file  

**BR.F-30 Synopsis and comparative tables**  

**File: BR-137**  
1985  
**Political Affairs Committee**  
Synopsis of proposals on the electoral law relating to elections to the European Parliament  
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN;ITALIAN  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-147**  
27/10/1986  
**Political Affairs Committee**  
Revision and corrigendum of the synopsis of decisions taken by the Working Group to the decisions of the Political Committee  
Language: FRENCH;ENGLISH;GERMAN;ITALIAN;DUTCH;SPANISH  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-164**  
1985  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Comparative table on the decision of the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee  
Language: ENGLISH  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-165**  
1985  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Comparative table on the decision of the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee  
Language: DANISH  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-166**  
1985  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Comparative table on the decision of the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee  
Language: DUTCH  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-167**  
1985  
**Uniform electoral procedure**  
Comparative table on the decision of the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee  
Language: FRENCH  
Material: Paper file  

**File: BR-168**  
1985  
**Uniform electoral procedure**
Comparative table on the decision of the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee
Language: ITALIAN
Material: Paper file

**BR.G Klaus Poehle Papers**

- **File: BR-211** 1975-1987
  Eligibility of West-Berlin Deputies into the EP
  243
  Press cuttings, mainly newspapers from West-Berlin, agency reports, press releases and reports
  Language: GERMAN;FRENCH;ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: BR-212** 1976-1993
  Right to vote for foreign workers within the EC
  406
  Minutes of meetings, letters, reports and manuscripts
  Language: GERMAN;FRENCH;ENGLISH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: BR-213**
  *The European Parliament on the eve of the second direct election: balance sheets and prospects*
  435
  Colloque of the European College in Bruges, 16-18.6.1983, organised in co-operation with the Institute for European policy, Bonn: letters, manuscripts of speeches and working papers
  Language: GERMAN;ENGLISH;FRENCH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: BR-214**
  Suit of the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg from 7.8.1981 against the decision of the European Parliament from 7.7.1981 on 'the seat of the institutions of the European Community and in particular of the European Parliament'
  238
  Reports and expert opinions
  Language: GERMAN;FRENCH
  Material: Paper file

- **File: BR-215**
  European Foundation, European Foundation for vocational training Berlin, Institut des droits de l'homme, European University Institute, Florence
  161
  Letters, reports, working papers, informations of the Commission of the EC, press releases and law bills
  Language: ENGLISH;GERMAN;FRENCH
  Material: Paper file